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Book Two of Three. Readers will pick up right where they left off in Matthew and Annabelle&apos;s

adventure from Leveraging Lincoln (The Liberator Series Book One) in this exciting second

installment. Jump in as the plot thickens, and see what happens when our displaced Southern Belle

and the rogue captain must now face the secrets they&apos;ve been hiding in their hearts..."The

time has come when I must change my plan...." She thought she&apos;d saved them all, but now a

more nefarious plot emerges, increasing the stakes and threatening to bring a nation to its knees.

Displaced, rejected, forsaken...Annabelle finds herself pulled farther from home and ever closer to

the malicious repercussions of war. Elmira prison is filled beyond its capacity, and starving men are

left shivering in threadbare clothing beneath paltry shelters. Among the thousands of captured and

hopeless Confederates, she searches to find the one man who could be the key to saving her

inheritance. Wounded, desperate, defeated...Matthew yearns for peace away from Washington. Yet,

he can never seem to escape his ties to a frantic madman seeking vengeance. Lurking in the

shadows at every turn, the cycle of retribution continually brings yet another danger, and Matthew

will do everything in his power to protect the woman he loves - even if it means keeping her from the

truth. In the final dark day days of war, Matthew sets his hopes on Annabelle. She could be the

lighthouse that guides him out of the ever encroaching sea of chaos - if only they can allow love and

trust to overcome their prideful hearts.Part two of three in The Liberator Series, a trilogy of full length

novels following the adventures and romance of Annabelle Ross and Matthew Daniels as they play

a part in the dramatic conclusion of Abraham Lincoln&apos;s life. Book One - Leveraging

LincolnBook Two - Losing LincolnBook Three - Labeling Lincoln
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Moving more deeply into the Abraham Lincoln abduction / assassination plot, Stephenia MaGee

continues with her The Liberator series. Again I caution you to have a block of time on your hands

before you start reading because you won't want to stop. Her characters and her story grabbed my

attention and kept it to the last page. I love the way she weaves in how important God is. Now I

anxiously anticipate the conclusion of the trilogy in the fall.

I loved the first book in this series and couldn't resist buying this one. I stayed up until the wee hours

of the morning reading this. The dark of the night is the only uninterrupted time I have to read and I

couldn't put this book down.This book picks up where book one left off. Annabelle and Matthew

have moved on to New York. They are looking for Matthew's brother and heading towards

Annabelle's grandmother. Lincoln is still safe at this point. The trials they face are hard and tedious.

They were things faced by many during the war. Who is your allegiance to? How do you really feel

about slavery? Annabelle and Matthew both find themselves struggling with these questions and

trying to decide where to go from here. The war is raging on to the south of them.Near the end of

the book, the war has come to an end and the inevitable has happened. Lincoln has been

assassinated. Once again Annabelle finds herself in the wrong place at the wrong time.I love the

historical aspect and the questions about history this book series leaves me with.I bought this book

for full price for my own reading pleasure.

If you like reading about the Civil War era, you will love reading "The Liberator Series" by Stephenia

H. McGee. Seeing the war from a different perspective, it has all the drama you need sprinkled with

historical truths. I am already looking forward to the third in the series.



This book is a continuation of the story Leveraging Lincoln by the same author. If you haven't read

that book, you will probably be quite lost, as it continues where that book leaves off. I really enjoyed

Losing Lincoln and revisiting the characters from Leveraging Lincoln. The characters are

well-developed and interesting, and the setting is so intriguing. The author obviously did a lot of

research on the Civil War and what was going on in different areas of the country at that time. I

would recommend this to those who enjoy historical fiction, but be aware that it is a 3-part series,

and it's best to read the books in order or you will probably be a bit confused.I received a copy of

this book in exchange for a fair and honest review.

Loved the ending with Matthew and Annabelle! I enjoyed this one more than the last one. The story

includes historical facts as well as a love story between Matthew and Annabelle, my type of

historical romance. I love to read and write historical romance novels, and I can't wait for the next

one. The figurative language in this one was intriguing as well. If you enjoy historical romance in a

series with the same characters and historical facts as well as a good love story, you'll enjoy this

one. I also liked the inclusion of the grandmother in this one. I hope to read more about George and

his love interest in the next one as well.

I love books like Losing Lincoln, you know the ones that are able to keep you in engaged in the

story to the very end. The romance and suspense will have you turning the pages so fast and keep

you on the edge of your seat. Great story! I can't wait to see what will happen next.

The author has integrated her fictional characters into history so well they became real. The

descriptions of hardships, battle horrors and the brutal conditions of Elmira prison create a deep

pathos. The characters are quite diverse personalities, and the developing love story between

Annabelle and Matthew adds more tension to the series. Looking forward to " Labeling

Lincoln."eAnnabelle a d Matthew takes some interesting turns

I'm always intriqued with history and a good love story. This book has both. These characters were

trying to save Lincoln in a time that was sad for our nation shortly after the end of the Civil War.
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